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Multilizer creates a database of structured
information that can be imported and exported to

various formats for translation by native translators
or translation management system users. Multilizer

uses an XML file format to import all the existing
text found in the software and documentation, in
any language available, making it easy to re-use

existing text and get fast and flexible text
translation. Multilizer allows the translations to be

uploaded into the software and documentation
source to be used in real time during development.

The XML structure of the file is fully exposed
allowing extra keywords and tags to be added for

any kinds of future changes. Multilizer allows a
functional product or software to be localized into

any language based on a predefined definition. This
is accomplished with the use of on-the-fly

translation and synchronization of the software file
into any language available. Multilizer is a

professional tool for localization of software user
interfaces and documentation in different formats.
Multilizer Pro is designed for those companies that
work with localization of software and documents

and want to enjoy the productivity boost that
Multilizer brings to them. Multilizer is an application

that is designed to automate and simplify any
localization work involved in software user interface,
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documentation, and database localization.
Document localization is simple with Multilizer. The
user simply needs to specify the file(s) to localize
and Multilizer picks the strings and shows them in
Translation Grid. Multilizer 2009 Pro for Documents

Description: Multilizer creates a database of
structured information that can be imported and

exported to various formats for translation by native
translators or translation management system

users. Multilizer uses an XML file format to import all
the existing text found in the software and

documentation, in any language available, making it
easy to re-use existing text and get fast and flexible
text translation. Multilizer allows the translations to
be uploaded into the software and documentation
source to be used in real time during development.

The XML structure of the file is fully exposed
allowing extra keywords and tags to be added for

any kinds of future changes. Multilizer allows a
functional product or software to be localized into

any language based on a predefined definition. This
is accomplished with the use of on-the-fly

translation and synchronization of the software file
into any language available. Multilizer is a

professional tool for localization of software user
interfaces and documentation in different formats.
Multilizer Pro is designed for those companies that
work with localization of software and documents
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Simplifies document localization Multilizer Gui
Modeless allows to use the Multilizer translation tool
to localize Microsoft Office Word and Excel files
without opening the document Simple interface for
translation of database, MS Access, MS Excel, MS
Office Word, MS Office PowerPoint, MS Visio The
simple interface of the Multilizer Gui allows you to
edit the translations directly. A full screen mode is
used to edit translations and toggle between edit
mode and translation mode. Convenient tabs with
easy access to options Simple interface for direct
export to WORD and Excel spreadsheets Multilizer is
a professional tool for localization of software user
interfaces and documentation in different formats.
Multilizer Pro is designed for those companies that
work with localization of software and documents
and want to enjoy the productivity boost that
Multilizer brings to them. Simplifies document
localization Multilizer Gui Modeless allows to use the
Multilizer translation tool to localize Microsoft Office
Word and Excel files without opening the document
Simple interface for translation of database, MS
Access, MS Excel, MS Office Word, MS Office
PowerPoint, MS Visio The simple interface of the
Multilizer Gui allows you to edit the translations
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directly. A full screen mode is used to edit
translations and toggle between edit mode and
translation mode. Convenient tabs with easy access
to options Simple interface for direct export to
WORD and Excel spreadsheets Multilizer is a
professional tool for localization of software user
interfaces and documentation in different formats.
Multilizer Pro is designed for those companies that
work with localization of software and documents
and want to enjoy the productivity boost that
Multilizer brings to them. Multilizer is an application
that is designed to automate and simplify any
localization work involved in software user interface,
documentation, and database localization.
Document localization is simple with Multilizer. The
user simply needs to specify the file(s) to localize
and Multilizer picks the strings and shows them in
Translation Grid. Multilizer 2009 Pro for Documents
Description: Simplifies document localization
Multilizer Gui Modeless allows to use the Multilizer
translation tool to localize Microsoft Office Word and
Excel files without opening the document Simple
interface for translation of database, MS Access, MS
Excel, MS Office Word, MS Office PowerPoint, MS
Visio The simple interface of the Multilizer Gu
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Multilizer 2009 Pro for Documents is designed to
automate and simplify any document localization
work involved in software user interface,
documentation, and database localization.
Document localization is simple with Multilizer. The
user simply needs to specify the file(s) to localize
and Multilizer picks the strings and shows them in
Translation Grid. Document localization is simply a
matter of selecting the language, selecting the text
or image file to be translated, picking the type of
translation that you want, such as User Interface,
Help, and Database, and then hitting the translate
button. Multilizer 2009 Pro for Documents is made
for companies that need to do localization of user
interface, documentation, and database localization
of their software and documentation in different
languages. Multilizer is an application that is
designed to automate and simplify any localization
work involved in software user interface,
documentation, and database localization.
Document localization is simple with Multilizer. The
user simply needs to specify the file(s) to localize
and Multilizer picks the strings and shows them in
Translation Grid. Multilizer is designed to
automatically and reliably pick the strings to
translate in your XML files. Multilizer uses
databases, which helps Multilizer to search for a
specific string based on its other attributes. This
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allows you to use the facility of Multilizer to
automatically search for strings within your XML
files. Multilizer 2009 is designed to automate and
simplify any document localization work involved in
software user interface, documentation, and
database localization. Document localization is
simply a matter of selecting the language, selecting
the file(s) to be translated, picking the type of
translation that you want, such as User Interface,
Help, and Database, and then hitting the translate
button. Document translation is simply a matter of
selecting the language, selecting the file(s) to be
translated, picking the type of translation that you
want, such as User Interface, Help, and Database,
and then hitting the translate button. Multilizer 2009
for Documents is made for companies that need to
do document and database localization of their
software and documentation in different languages.
Multilizer Professional Multilizer Professional is
designed for those companies that work with
localization of software and documents and want to
enjoy the productivity boost that Multilizer brings to
them. Multilizer Professional includes Multilizer
Essentials, Multilizer Documentation, and Multilizer
for Document, but adds two additional features not
found in Multilizer Essentials:
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System Requirements For Multilizer 2009 Pro For Documents:

Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 (32-bit and 64-bit), 10,
Server 2003, Server 2008, Server 2008 R2, Windows
Server 2012, Windows Server 2012 R2 1 GB free
hard disk space 1 GB RAM 2 GB DirectX®9
compatible sound card 720p or 1080p HD or 720p or
1080i Full HD 16 bit/32 or 24 bit audio Software
Requirements: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 (32-bit and
64-bit), 10, Server
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